Petey Purp is a modern action adventure game set at the University of California, Santa Cruz. Petey Purp is an emergence game with progressive components. The game is very challenging in that you have to decide how you want to interact with other students. The main challenge is resource allocation because you have a limited amount of drugs to achieve the highest possible amount of money. In addition, hand eye coordination is critical to both dodge enemy bullets and fire upon them at the same time.

It is different than most Game Maker games. For instance those games like Super Mario Bros, because it doesn’t just have the character jump over objects and attack the enemy. Our game includes skillful tactics and difficulties to overcome like setting the right price in order to sell that particular drug. If you are not careful, you may be shot by crazy dealers who are out for your head. The main boss in the game is accessible to fight from the very beginning of the game; however he is very tough to beat with the initial weapon.

Final Backstory:

You are Petey Purp, an aspiring drug dealer at UC Santa Cruz. You have always had big plans to start up a video game production company. Now, one week away from graduation, you have not saved up enough money, $100,000, to start up your company
and the fear of drowning in corporate America has kept you up all quarter. While pondering your desperate situation, more and more giving in to the possibility of having to get a boring desk job after college, something hits you. It is a cutthroat drug world out there but profit margins are high. Your only choice is to become a drug dealer.

As Petey Purp your goal is now to make enough money in the last week of school to start up your video game production company through selling all different kinds of drugs to your fellow students. You make your path through different “rooms” (levels) associating with fellow students, hoping they want to buy your stash of hardcore drugs. Your inventory of drugs is quantiful: weed, cocaine, beer, acid, shrooms, speed, ecstasy, and heroin. When you approach a student, you have a choice of which drug to sell and hope they buy it. You as the player can set the price margin, sell for cheap or expensive but some students may not buy if the drug if it is too expensive. Although it may sound like a walk in the park, there are some students that are out to kill you, since they too want to make it big in this drugged out world.

**How to Play the Game:**

**Controls**

W: Move Up

A: Move Left

S: Move Down

D: Move Right

SPACE: Fire Gun

**Left Mouse Click**

Inventory: Select item

Onscreen Arrows: Change prices
People (Must be close): Attempt to sell selected item       Rifle: Buy rifle

Explore the University of California Santa Cruz by controlling the movement of Petey Purp. Approach other students and faculty; and attempt to sell your stash. They will stop and if the price is right, you can make a sale. Walking to certain areas may lead you to other areas of campus. Beware; other dealers and Boss Whitehead do not appreciate you selling on their turf. Kill them and pick up their loot.